Software Information

Product: Energy Actuator
Type: SE/S 3.16.1
Current application program: Switch Measure 3f/1.3

Software Information for: Switch Measure 3f/1.3
from: 04/2014

1. General:
If in parameter window “A: Scenes 1…6” the parameter “Enable further scenes” was set to “No”, the wrong value was assigned to scene 1.

Workaround:
Set parameter “Enable further scenes” to “yes”.

The bug is fixed in application version 1.3.

Software Information for: Switch Measure 3f/1.2a
from: 05/2012

1. General:
The application is now available in 8 languages.
Software Information for: Switch Measure 3f/1.2
from: 11/2011

1. **General:**
   Application version 1.2 includes a property interface to support the i-bus® Tool. No change in ETS functionality.

Software Information for: Switch Measure 3f/1.0a
from: 03/2011

1. **General:**
   Text correction in application. Only English version was affected. No change in functions.
   
   Details: Value range for “Reaction time when exceeding load limit” was changed to [30…65535].

General Information for: Switch Measure 3f/1.0
from: 08/2010

1. **General:**
   Version at market introduction